CPYC Power Yacht Time Trialling

Heat 1 of the CPYC Power Yacht Time Trialling Season was conducted on Saturday. Our first Time
Trial for 2018 was very close to being abandoned as the first real winter storm fronts swept
through the night before. The winds were still reaching 30 knots at lunchtime, particularly during
the squalls. However, by the time we got under way it was settling down, although still a little bit
bumpy, windy and wet.
Battling the tides, currents, winds and rain, 26 brave skippers and crews headed out to compete.
After all this is a Winter Sport!
Well done to those that did participate. Some amazing results were achieved, considering such
bad weather.
Dalusional, Troy Dalglish and Dee Kelly took out first place with a score of 3, followed closely by
Purrfect in second place scoring 5. Rounding out the places in third was Noah Gendah Ray and
Garry Smith with a loss of 6 points. We are not sure who was more’ Delusional’ out there on the
day but a with a pretty ‘Perfect’ score, considering the turbulent and wet conditions, we will give
that gong to Noah Gendah the Banana Boat.
The CPYC Committee would like to thank all the Volunteers who assisted in running the Event.
Thank You Brain Smith who acted as heat one’s Regatta Control Officer and his wife Tina. Our
usual Regatta Control officer, Garry Morrison, was enjoying himself in Scotland, where I believe it
was much brighter and sunnier.
Thank You to Mark Donati and Brian Cain on the Start Boat.
Thank you to Bernie Kaaks and Frank and Barbara Dalglish who were assisting in the Start room
and out on the water.
And Finally, a big Thank you to all the Checkpoint Crews (9 in total) who sat comfortably on shore,
they stood their ground in all that rain and wind.
Results will be presented at the Heat 2 Dinner which will be hosted at SoPYC on the 23rd June 2018
Thanks
Troy Dalglish
CPYC Chair & Committee

